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Ring Number Three for Phil Hui 
 
Hui wins $365 turbo at Harrah’s Resort under the close watch of his girlfriend and 2013 
WSOP POY contender Loni Harwood. 
 
Atlantic City, NJ (December 5, 2013) — It took Phil Hui just 11 hours to come out on top of 
the 225-player field in Event 6, a $365 No-Limit Hold’em Turbo tournament at Harrah’s Resort. 
The event began Wednesday, concluded early Thursday morning and saw the victor earn his 
third gold ring, $16,877 and 50 points toward the Casino Championship. 
 
Admittedly, Hui had been down on the tournament grind during the opening events at Harrah’s. 
 
“I hadn’t played a tournament since [the WPT $10 million guarantee] in August,” he said. “I had 
just been playing cash and wasn’t used to all the run bad… It’s fun to grind again.” 
 
The run bad that defined many of his early performances didn’t rear its head in the turbo. In fact 
it was quite the contrary. 
 
“I run good,” he said after the win. 
 
So good, that on the last hand, with about a seven-to-one chip advantage over Robert Georato 
and the blinds reaching nosebleed stakes, Hui moved all-in without looking at his hole cards. 
Georato took some time before announcing “call” and Hui tabled [ah][kh]. A king on the flop 
and another on the turn later Hui was a three-time winner. 
 
Hui is a 26-year-old poker pro from San Antonio, TX. His journey to Circuit stardom started late 
in 2010 with his first gold ring at Harvey’s Lake Tahoe. In the years since he’s traveled the 
country accumulating six figures worth of earnings and a handful of gold trophies along the way. 
 
In addition to poker success, his travels have helped him form new, meaningful relationships -- 
not the least of is that which he has with his girlfriend, gold bracelet winner Loni Harwood. 
 
Hui was by Harwood’s side for the duration of her record-breaking run at the WSOP this 
summer. With Harwood’s $875,000 in earnings, six cashes, three final tables and gold bracelet 
victory, one even could even call Hui a fulltime cheerleader for his better half. 
 



But he wouldn’t have had it any other way.  
 
“That was unbelievable summer,” Hui said. “It’s something I’ll never forget. I felt like I won the 
bracelet watching her play.” 
 
The relationship has been invaluable to the pair and undoubtedly neither would have enjoyed the 
same success without the other right there with them. 
 
“It’s great to have somebody you love that you can go home and talk to about a hand,” Hui said. 
“I respect her game; she’s 100 times better than I am right now.” 
 
In addition to his relationship with Harwood, it’d be remiss not to mention Hui shares a home 
with WSOP Main Event winner Ryan Riess. 
 
Hui had a long summer of railing some of the game’s most successful, but Thursday was all 
about ring number three and seeing a proven pro get back to the tournament grind. At this rate, it 
won’t be long before Harwood and Riess line Hui’s rail under the bright lights of the ESPN Main 
Stage in Las Vegas.  
 
Event 6 was the sixth of 12 gold ring events on the WSOP Circuit schedule at Harrah’s Resort. 
The $365 No-Limit Hold’em Turbo tournament attracted 225 entries generating a $67,500 prize 
pool. The top 24 players were paid. 
 
The tournament played out in its entirety in one day. Cards were in the air at 5 p.m. and the nine-
handed final table began shortly after 2 a.m. The tournament concluded at about 4 p.m. making 
the total duration of the event 11 hours.  
 
Notes on the Event 
 

• WSOP.com launched its real-money gaming client in New Jersey on November 21. A 
mobile app for iPhone and iPad users followed about two weeks later. 

• New WSOP.com sign ups at Harrah’s Resort receive entry into a $250,000 freeroll set to 
take place in January, a $10 account credit and entry into a drawing for a seat in the 
follow day’s ring event. 

• Satellites into Harrah’s Resort ring events are available on WSOP.com. 
 
The player who accumulates the most overall points during Harrah’s Resort’s twelve combined 
gold ring tournaments earns the title Casino Champion and receives automatic entry into the 
WSOP National Championship to take place at Caesars Atlantic City this spring. 
 
All players who cash in ring events receive points that apply toward the Casino Champion’s race 
and the season-long race to claim one of 50 at-large National Championship bids awarded to the 
top point earners throughout the season. More information on the points system is available on 
WSOP.com. 
 
Here is the list of gold ring winners from Harrah’s Resort: 
 
EVENT #1: Raymond Papperman defeated 383 players ($365 NLH) for $25,282 
EVENT #2: Tod Liang defeated 483 entries ($365 NLH Re-Entry) for $31,159 
EVENT #3: Brian O’Donoghue defeated 192 players ($580 NLH) for $24,957 



EVENT #4: Paul Avilla defeated 388 players ($365 NLH) for $25,605 
EVENT #5: TBD 
EVENT #6: Phillip Hui defeated 225 players ($365 NLH Turbo) for $16,877 
 
With the sixth tournament wrapped, six more ring events remain at Harrah’s Resort. 
 
For more information about the World Series of Poker Circuit, be sure to follow us on Twitter 
@WSOP or check out WSOP.com. 
 
For additional information please contact:  
 
Lukas M. Willems (WSOP Media Coordinator) at lukasmwillems@gmail.com. 


